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Abstract

This paper presents an overview of a quarter-long design-build project in the Fundamentals of Engineering (FE) course sequence, which is part of the First-Year Engineering Program at The Ohio State University (OSU). The current design-build project is discussed along with a justification for the need to institute a replacement. The primary focus of this paper is a unique collaboration model which was developed to address this need. Faculty, staff, and graduate teaching associates from the First-Year Engineering Program joined with the Industrial, Welding and Systems Engineering (IWSE) Department to investigate possible solutions. The paper describes the curriculum research and design methods used by the curriculum team.

The document also discusses the requirements and constraints of the project and presents a detailed timeline of the evaluation and feedback tools implemented. The evaluation and feedback tools used are explained along with sample worksheets. The results of the first quarter are discussed in light of the constraints and requirements of the FE program. Finally, the improvements from the second quarter trials are further explained. This paper will provide clear examples of the project’s various cycles, discussion of the planned implementation process, and examples of the final roller coaster design.

The collaboration model is reviewed, with experiences gained and future plans presented.

I. Introduction

The Fundamentals of Engineering (FE) course sequence is part of the First-Year Engineering Program at OSU, and is mandatory for all students not enrolled in the Honors equivalent. The FE sequence consists of two courses (ENG 181 and ENG 183), in which students are exposed to Engineering drawing, MATLAB, Excel, hands-on labs, and a quarter-long design-build project involving different fields of engineering. Enrollment in these courses is approximately 1000 students. The current design-build project is entering its third year of full-scale use, and the need to institute a replacement was identified as the result of a curriculum analysis. With up to 162 student teams using lab space and materials in a given quarter, the challenge is to create a replacement that is intellectually challenging while at the same time makes wise and economical use of space and materials.
A curriculum team of faculty and graduate teaching associates convened in the Summer of 2002 to begin the process. Considering the stages of design, development, and pilot testing, the Winter of 2004 was chosen as the implementation target. Research among various curriculum options resulted in a decision to create a problem-based project in which student teams would design and construct a roller coaster capable of performing specific tasks. Total construction time by students would be reduced by providing a set of interchangeable and interlocking parts – leaving students more time to experiment with multiple designs and orientations, and to solve real-world problems (e.g., attaching sensors or wiring to record performance data). However, to ensure a suitable number of design options, the curriculum team sought out collaboration with the Industrial, Welding and Systems Engineering (IWSE) Department to engage upper division students in the concept design and manufacturing.

In Autumn 2002, senior and graduate IWSE students enrolled in an upper division design course were given the task of responding to the specifications and design constraints as set forth by the FE curriculum team. In essence, the FE team is the client and the students were charged with satisfying the client’s requirements. After an initial presentation of the problem to the students, the students organized themselves into various teams based on key design issues. Their main objective was the design and construction of suitable parts for the roller coaster track and supporting structure.

Several interim client review sessions were conducted before a final student presentation at the end of the quarter. The curriculum team repeated this process with another group of upper division students in Winter 2003. The outputs of both efforts were a set of working drawings that will be converted into molds for mass production of parts. These parts will go into reusable kits for use by students in the First-Year Engineering Program. This curriculum project is intended to serve as a model of intra-university collaboration that can be replicated elsewhere by programs concerned with creating sustainable and cost-effective design-build projects for large-scale first-year engineering programs.

II. Conventional Curriculum Research and Development at OSU.

Curriculum research has been an integral part of the curriculum development agenda for the First-Year Engineering Program. The research and development of new labs has helped the program stay novel and appealing for the students as well as the faculty. New ideas from various engineering disciplines have been incorporated in labs to engage students’ backgrounds and interests. Furthermore, the variety in the lab curriculum exposes freshman students to different disciplines of engineering thus helps them in understanding and choosing the right field of study.

Conventional methods of curriculum research incorporated formation of research and development teams that included graduate teaching associates and faculty members. The teams started by brainstorming project ideas and by defining a set of criteria, which would be used to select the final project. Following the selection of the final project a group of graduate teaching associates were assigned to develop curriculum material as well as the prototype and test equipment. Thus all developmental issues were resolved using the resources of the FE program and in-house expertise. This team verified the feasibility of the project based on which a pilot run
would be conducted on a small group of students. During the pilot run all aspects of the new lab will be monitored and evaluated by the team. Based on the success of the pilot run the project will be implemented on a larger scale.

III. Collaboration Model

In the Summer of 2002 a need for a new design project for ENG 183 was recognized. The existing project is the Conveyor Sorter System, in which students have to develop a sorter system to sort recyclable objects. The students have ten weeks to develop an idea that will efficiently sort recyclable objects, which are placed on a conveyor and correctly count one of the items. This Conveyor Sorter System project improves students’ project management and teamwork skills, and also introduces them to concepts in Electrical Engineering, Mechanical Engineering, Product Design, Testing and Reusability and Engineering Ethics. Although the project is very challenging and demanding for the students, the faculty has recognized certain drawbacks in the course material. In evaluating the designs of the student teams the instructional staff has documented the effects of redundancy in design and lack of innovation. The challenging aspect of the design is also diminished as students share and discuss ideas between teams across quarters. This has led to final designs that are very similar and are completed ahead of the scheduled ten-week time period. These drawbacks of the Conveyor Sorter System project have led to the recognition of the fact that the project has to be changed.

To resolve the issue a curriculum research team was formed, which was responsible for the research and development of a new problem-based project for ENG 183. The team started using the conventional curriculum development approach. Some of the important criterions used to short-list the project ideas were as follows:

- Period of instruction (Semester or Quarter)
- The need to integrate lectures and labs
- The need to include several engineering disciplines
- The need to efficiently manage cost and inventory
- The need to develop an efficient evaluation scheme
- The need to incorporate the concepts of team work and project management

Once these criterions were defined, several brainstorming sessions were conducted which led to a number of design ideas. Using the above criteria, all the proposed design ideas were evaluated and ranked. The list was narrowed down to following three probable ideas for a design and build project:

- Monorail
- Roller Coaster
- Security System

During a research meeting the instructional staff proposed a novel approach to the research and development of the projects. Given that the FE program’s instructional staff has diverse backgrounds in different disciplines of engineering, and specific product design and production knowledge and expertise was limited, it was realized that the resources at the disposal of the FE project were limited. Thus, it was suggested that IWSE department should be involved in the
design, research and development of the new project. Recognizing the resources and expertise of the IWSE program such as the machine shop and the specialist personnel along with the necessity of mass production of parts, it was decided that the FE program would approach IWSE for assistance in product (prototype) design. Further research revealed that one of the courses in the IWSE curriculum, ME/ISE 682 had instructional goals which matched the objective of the FE program. The course helps students understand the fundamentals of new product design, and thus could be used to develop the projects for the FE program.

IV. Collaboration with Industrial, Welding, and Systems Engineering (IWSE)

To explore various design options to manufacture the roller coaster for ENG 183 students the FE curriculum development team approached the IWSE department at OSU. The seniors and graduate students enrolled in an upper division design course in Autumn 2002 were organized into ten project teams. They were assigned the task to design and build a roller coaster track and support structure components, and from those components, build a roller coaster prototype. A second group of IWSE students (eleven project teams) were given the same task in the Winter of 2003 in an effort to improve on existing designs ideas and encourage more innovation. Since the aim was to prototype a product that could be mass-produced for the ENG 183 course, (approximately 200 complete coaster kits), students were able to gain experience in a real world setting. This type of collaboration where the students would design and manufacture parts for a real project was unique, but followed the steps of similar approaches to curriculum innovation.1, 9, 10

The ME/ISE 682 Course

ME/ISE 682 is offered by the Mechanical Engineering and Industrial and Systems Engineering Dept at The Ohio State University every quarter. This course is focused on giving the students the fundamentals of new product design. After taking this course the students should be able to apply many of these design tools used by industry to generate new product designs. Because design and manufacturing are so closely connected, the students also look at some of the manufacturing concepts that are current in industry. The class has both lecture and lab periods. The lectures introduce the students to various design concepts. The labs are used for both design exercises and to give the students some extra time to work on the final design project. The project evaluation is a major component of the grade.

Relationship with IWSE

The relationship of the FE team with the students enrolled in an upper division design course is that of a client to the designers. The ME/ISE 682 students were given project requirements, specifications and constraints by the clients. A presentation was made to the students regarding the requirements and constraints of the clients. The instructor then divided the students into various teams based on key design issues. Within each team there were members responsible for designing the track, the supporting structure and the car. The students were supposed to design and build a roller coaster track and its supporting structure to satisfy the client’s needs. The design of the car was not part of the client’s requirements but was presented by the instructor to give the students with an opportunity to be innovative. Many client-designer meetings were
conducted to ensure that the designers were on the right track before a final design was selected. The roller coaster prototype was evaluated during the final presentation that the students made at the end of the Autumn 2002 quarter. (The car concept became problematic for the teams and was deleted as a task for the Winter quarter.) The FE team evaluated eleven more designs during the course of the Winter 2003 quarter. The collaboration model turned out to be successful as the FE program (as the client) was able to select several design options for building the track, the supporting structure, and for the mounting of sensors.

V. Requirements, Constraints and Information Needs for ME/ISE 682 Groups

Due to time and monetary constraints on the ENG 183 course, the roller coaster needed to be made of standardized, reusable parts that were inexpensive to manufacture, and could rapidly be put together in a variety of configurations as determined by students. The project statement assigned to the ME/ISE 682 students was “Design and build a set of roller coaster track and support structure components, and from those components, build a roller coaster prototype.” The aim of the project was to prototype a product that could be mass-produced for the ENG 183 course.

Following are the requirements given to the ME/ISE 682 students:

The track and structure are not separate projects. They should interface to allow a wide variety of successful roller coaster layouts.

- **Track**
  - Fixed constant width, sized to roll both a 1” and ¾” marble or ball bearing
  - Track must not capture the bearing
  - Track surface should allow the bearing to roll smoothly, and with minimal rolling friction
  - Track must be able to be inclined and banked
  - Track features must be able to be resized, and placed at arbitrary locations.
    - **Vertical loop**
      - Any diameter between minimum and maximum
      - Any height, position on the table, or angle of entry
      - Allow for non-horizontal entry and exit to the loop
      - Allow for left or right handedness
    - **Horizontal loop**
      - Any diameter between minimum and maximum
      - Any height, position on the table, or angle of entry
      - Allow for left or right handedness
    - **Bump, dive, and rise**
      - Any height or position on table
      - Any radius, down to minimum

- **Structure**
  - Must support the track at the level, or at any inclination or bank
  - Must support the track features at any location
  - Must not flex significantly or slide on the table surface under maximum load
- Must be collapsible and light

  o Other requirements
    - There must be points on either the structure or the track for mounting sensors and flags. Each team will be given an example set of sensors and flags.
    - All parts, when disassembled, must fit in the standard flip top storage box. Each team will be given a box to store their parts in.
    - The coaster parts must be simple enough to allow assembly and disassembly in a maximum of 30 minutes each

- Mass production
  - Small number of unique parts
  - Interchangeable parts
  - Modular design, allowing many coaster configurations from simple parts
  - Parts preferably suitable for injection molding
  - Inexpensive parts

- Build a prototype for the coaster. (Prototyping requirements are presented in the following section)

**PROTOTYPE requirements for ME/ISE 682 projects**

- The student teams should build an open loop roller coaster prototype that contains the following features.
  - Vertical loop
  - Horizontal loop
  - Bump
  - Dive
  - Rise
  - There should be at least a 12 inch horizontal track piece in the prototype.
  - Length of run should be at least 25 ft.

- The roller coaster must fit on the lab table top, inside a space that is 5’ long, 4’ wide, and 5’ high. A test structure will be provided to check these dimensions.

- The disassembled coaster must fit in a closed standard flip top storage box.

- At the final coaster operational check, the coaster must be assembled and disassembled in less than 30 minutes each. (Timed)

- The prototype coaster must be capable of running 1” and ¾” ball bearing, with successive trials.

- The bearing will trip a flag mounted to the track
- The bearing will trigger a sensor mounted to the track
  - A sensor monitoring circuit will be provided to verify this

- The bearing will drop in a cup at the end of the run, slowly enough to prevent tipping.

Following were the reporting requirements and information needs for the ME/IWSE student groups.

- Project Notebook
Using feedback from the first quarter trial the FE team changed the timeline for the design evaluation meetings to further improve the collaboration effort. In the first trial quarter, the ME/ISE 682 student teams were evaluated twice. In an effort to further improve collaboration and incorporate more feedback into the design process, the ME/ISE 682 student teams in the second trial quarter were evaluated on a much more frequent basis. Following is the timeline for the design evaluation meetings for the second trial quarter.

- **Week 1**
  - Project assigned

- **Week 4**
  - Brainstorming results
  - Preliminary design sketches of parts and prototype coaster
  - Examples of material selection
  - Engineering calculations
  - Project Notebook check
    - House of Quality
    - Brainstorming sketches and descriptions
    - Preliminary sketches and descriptions
    - Engineering calculations
    - Receipts

- **Week 6**
  - Prototype section of track
  - Prototype support structure
  - Project Notebook check
    - House of Quality
    - Updated drawings of track & support structure
    - Receipts

- **Week 7**
  - There would be no design evaluation meeting during this week but the following tasks should be completed.
    - Finalized track designs
    - Finalized support structure designs

- **Week 8**
  - First coaster operational check
  - Demonstrate track and support structure attached, through loop
  - Project Notebook Check
    - House of Quality
VI. Evaluations / Feedback

The designs of the ME/ISE 682 student teams in Autumn 2002 and Winter 2003 were evaluated using the following three tools.

1. Design Evaluation Worksheet (DEW)
2. Debriefing Meetings
3. Detailed Written Evaluation

The Design Evaluation Worksheet (DEW) lists the constraints and requirements for each of the student teams. Each constraint is then evaluated based on a weighted scale of importance. The weights for each of the constraints were decided by the importance specified by the FE project team. The worksheet computed numerical values for each team depending on the efficiency of the design and the fulfillment of the design criterion. The ME/IWSE 682 student teams were introduced to the evaluation worksheet and were given feedback during and after each design evaluation meeting. DEW was a tool used by the FE team to quantitatively evaluate the performance of the ME/IWSE 682 student teams and thus provide feedback in an effort to improve collaboration. One of the important criteria for judging the final design prototypes was assembly and disassembly time. The assembly and disassembly time weight was twelve percent of the total points allotted to each team. The score was computed by scaling to a thirty minute cutoff time. If student teams took longer than thirty minutes they lost points, up to a sixty minute maximum scale. Conversely, teams gained points if their assembly time was less than the thirty minute cutoff, but only up to a fifteen minute minimum. Please refer to Exhibit 1 for a sample Design Evaluation Worksheet.

Additionally, student teams were evaluated on their designs during debriefing sessions, which took place after each design evaluation meeting. Finally, detailed written evaluations were also provided to the ME/IWSE students in an effort to enhance the feedback process. A summary of comments and evaluations was made available to each team, along with suggestions and questions.
The ME/IWSE 682 students were introduced to concepts such as “The House of Quality” in their coursework in order to better understand the perspective and requirements of the clients (FE team). The “House of Quality” is a standard tool widely used in industry to match customer needs with engineering specifications. It gives the design team a “snapshot” of the entire project, and provides a means to ensure that all customer needs are met. The roof of the “House” also shows potential tradeoffs and synergies between specifications. The students used the House of Quality to display how the defined product specifications optimize or sub-optimize each other. Refer to Exhibit 2 for a sample House of Quality.

VII. Results

The results of the initial-collaboration between the FE program and the IWSE department are noteworthy. At the end of the first quarter trial, the FE program was presented with nine different prototype systems by the ME/ISE 682 student teams. The working models of the prototypes had innovative designs ideas, which were successfully implemented by some teams. During the final presentations certain design implementations demonstrated a fully functional roller coaster track and structure. The final prototypes also provided the FE team with insight into the limitations of the requirements and constraints that were imposed on the ME/ISE 682 student teams. These evaluations led to further discussion among the FE team, which was then able to narrow down specifications further and define the criteria in a much more concise and specific manner. Some student teams were unable to demonstrate a complete working prototype. Although the FE program could not utilize a complete prototype from a single design the FE team was able to pick and choose features and ideas from different prototypes. These ideas could be incorporated together and implemented efficiently to develop a working Roller Coaster prototype. These ideas were also used to improve specifications, requirements and design innovation for the second trial quarter teams. The second quarter trial provided the FE team with eleven more design options which were improvements in innovation as well as functionality. The frequent evaluation meetings and continuous feedback helped improve the design process and in turn offered more practical design options. Two examples of a student-designed track and structure are illustrated in Exhibit 3. An example of a student-designed mounting bracket (for track and sensor) is illustrated in Exhibit 4.

VIII. Improvements

The improvements made to the collaboration model as well as the design process were as follows:

- The frequency of the design evaluation meetings was increased in an effort to collaborate more closely and to provide immediate feedback to the ME/ISE 682 student teams.
- The DEW was developed in order to evaluate designs on a quantitative basis and give extensive feedback.
- Project reporting requirements were imposed in order to receive complete and accurate documentation.
- Criteria such as length of run and a 12 inch straight track were added to the requirements in order to better evaluate the design features.
• The teams in the second quarter trial were exposed to shortcomings of the first quarter ME/ISE 682 student teams in an effort to decrease the learning curve and thus acquire more innovative designs.

IX. ME/ISE 682 fits FE course timeline

As a result of the efforts by the ME/ISE 682 students of Autumn 2002, the FE team revised the requirements and constraints for use by the students of ME/ISE 682 in Winter 2003. In the Winter and Spring quarters the FE team is developing the lab material for the project and conducting client meetings with the ME/ISE 682 students. Some graduate students as a part of their independent studies will do the mass-production of parts in Spring 2003. A set of working drawings will be made and molds will be created for injection molding for mass-production of parts. These parts will be placed in reusable kits ready for use by the students enrolled in the FE course as a pilot in Summer 2004 (72 students in 18 teams). Full implementation of the roller coaster project will be implemented full-scale in the FE course (ENG 183) in Winter 2004.

X. Conclusion

The FE curriculum development team has been working on the development of the project to design and build the roller coaster since Summer 2002. Collaboration with IWSE began in Autumn 2002. The collaboration provided valuable information towards the creation of unique approach to curriculum development. The innovation and expertise of the IWSE department was invaluable and helped the FE program in the overall curriculum development. The student presentations and working prototypes presented the FE team with information that was used to further improve the second quarter trials. The expectations for the second trial were high as both the clients and the designers had been exposed to experimentation since the first quarter trial. The designs developed in the second quarter were working functional prototypes and presented the FE team with additional options from which to choose.

The final prototype design will be refined in March-April of 2003 with limited production planned for late Spring 2003. The pilot run is expected to run in the Summer of 2003. Curriculum materials will be finalized in the Autumn along with mass production of parts for full implementation in Winter 2004.
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### Project Teams

#### ME/ISE 682 PROTOTYPE EVALUATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>IMPORTANCE</th>
<th>Pro Coaster Design</th>
<th>One Down Two to Go</th>
<th>DMES</th>
<th>Corky Coaster</th>
<th>Tinker Toys</th>
<th>Dare Devil</th>
<th>Half Pipe</th>
<th>Strike Force</th>
<th>Total Losers</th>
<th>The Ring</th>
<th>High Rollers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Repeatably runs 1&quot; and 3/4&quot; ball bearings through entire track course (1-10 pts)</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Demonstrates track features (loops, 12&quot; straight, bump, etc) (1-10 pts)</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assembly and disassembly time (pts= 16 - 0.4* time where time is in minutes and 0&lt;=pts&lt;=10)</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ability to mass produce (parts count, complexity, cost) (1-10 pts)</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Track configuration flexibility (possible variability in layouts) (1-10 pts)</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Longevity and reuseability of parts (1-10 pts)</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Documentation (1-10 pts)</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disassembled coaster fits in storage box (at least 25 running feet; no more than 25# weight) (1-10 pts)</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sensor and Flag mounting sites (1-10 pts)</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Totals</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>91.46</td>
<td>64.90</td>
<td>60.90</td>
<td>92.36</td>
<td>64.10</td>
<td>91.20</td>
<td>70.80</td>
<td>66.40</td>
<td>91.70</td>
<td>81.20</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>3:30 Session</th>
<th>5:30 Session</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
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### Exhibit 2: Sample House of Quality

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Direction of Improvement</th>
<th>Technical Requirements</th>
<th>Customer Requirements</th>
<th>Technical Priorities (TP)</th>
<th>Percentage of Total TP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Customer Importance (CI)</td>
<td>Fixed constant width track</td>
<td>Coefficient of friction</td>
<td>Structure Flexibility</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Repeatedly run 1&quot; &amp; 3/4&quot; balls</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Loop, bump, 12&quot; straight track features available</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30 minute maximum assembly time</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ability to mass produce</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Track configuration flexibility</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Longevity &amp; reusability of parts</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disassembled parts fit in storage box</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sensor &amp; Flag Mounting Sites Anywhere</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Technical Priorities (TP)</td>
<td>21 10 25 18 26 13 40 10 3 12</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percentage of Total TP</td>
<td>12 6 14 10 15 7 22 6 2 7</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Key to roof/correlation matrix symbols:
- **Strong interrelationship (3)**
- **Medium interrelationship (2)**
- **Weak interrelationship (1)**
Exhibit 3: Student-Designed Track and Structure
Exhibit 4: Student-Designed Mounting Bracket (for Track and Sensor)